98                                             ATTRACTIONS.                               [ART. 196
has been called a homothetic shell by Chasles in the Jour. Polt> Tome XV., 1837. This is a convenient term when the surfaces are either not concentric or not ellipsoids.
X/   195.    Let (a, b} c) be the semi-axes of the internal surface of a
7 thin ellipsoidal shell, (a + da, &c.) those of the external surface.
Let OPQ be any radius vector drawn from the common centre 0
cutting the ellipsoids in P and Q, let  OP = r.    Let p be the
perpendicular from  0 on the tangent plane at P, p 4- dp the
perpendicular on a parallel tangent plane to the outer ellipsoid.
Then dp is equal to the thickness at P.
§       When the thin shell is a homoeoid we have by the properties
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of similar figures      — = ~r = — = -£- = — = a/c. &             a      b      c      p      r
Since the volume of a solid ellipsoid is f Tra&c, we find by differentiation that the volume v of the shell is v = 4<7rabcdL Two thin homoeoids are said to be confocal when their inner boundaries are confocal conicoids.
,        When the shell isrj, Jocaloid, we have a'2 = a2 -f X, ft'2 = 62 + \ '   -&c., where (a', &', c') are the semi-axes of the external surface. 'These give  for a thin  shell ada = bdb = cdc = pdp = ^d\.   The wolume v of the shell may be shown by differentiation to be
~ 3            abc           2 '
If we regard either shell  as a thin stratum  placed on an ellipsoidal surface the mass on any elementary area dA is pdp . dA where p is the density.    The surface density is therefore pdp and ; it varies directly or inversely as p according as the stratum is the 1 , '    limit of a homoeoid or a focaloid.                                                   ;
t     -       196.    Thick homoeoid, internal point.    To find the poten-yf   tial of a thick homogeneous homoeoid at an internal point. * •           It has been shown in Art. 68 that the attraction of such a shell
at all internal points is zero. The potential is therefore constant throughout the interior, and it will be sufficient to find the potential at the centre.
Taking polar coordinates with the centre as origin, the mass of any element is pr-drda), where p is the density of the element. The potential F of the whole solid at the centre is therefore V '= pffrdrdo). If rl} rz be the radii vectores of the two surfaces of the shell, we have V=^pfrfdc*)--%frl2da).

